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Australia is a land of migrants. Starting with the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
and continuing to this day, new settlers come
to Australia in search of a better life. In this
unit, Australia as a Nation, you will examine
the case study of Fawad Ahmed, a talented
cricketer who left Pakistan in 2010 and migrated
to Australia as a refugee. His hometown is in
Northwest Pakistan, an area affected by unrest.

He sought refugee status because he was receiving
threats in Pakistan for playing cricket, coaching
women in cricket and promoting western values.
Refugee status was granted in November 2012.
Fawad has now settled in Australia and is a professional
cricketer. He has quickly become an integral part of the
Victorian State side and was selected to tour England
as part of the 2015 Ashes squad. His journey provides
a fascinating insight into the migration issue.
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AUSTRALIA AS A NATION
Fawad Ahmed – A Case Study
Unit Description
Australia was originally settled by Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples. Since the First Fleet, many people have
migrated to Australia. In this unit, Australia as a Nation, you will
examine the case study of Fawad Ahmed, a talented cricketer who
left Pakistan in 2010 and migrated to Australia as a refugee. His
hometown is in Northwest Pakistan, an area affected by unrest.
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He sought refugee status because he was receiving threats
in Pakistan for playing cricket, coaching women in cricket and
promoting western values. Refugee status was granted in
November 2012.

Fawad has now settled in Australia and is a professional cricketer. He has quickly become an
integral part of the Victorian State side and was selected to tour England as part of the 2015
Ashes squad.
View the supporting resources for this unit of work at www.cricketsmart.cricket.com.au.

Unit Expectations
In completing this unit, you will be expected to:
• Understand push and pull factors that have contributed to people migrating to Australia
(for example economic or political reasons) by examining the life story of Fawad Ahmed
and the reasons why he migrated to Australia
• Explore individual stories, e.g. primary sources relating to Fawad Ahmed (for example
letters, documents and historical objects); interview and record an oral history; evaluate
the journey and circumstances of arrival based on the sources
• Describe cultural practices related to family life, beliefs and customs of newly-arrived
migrant groups, comparing these with those of the communities in which they settled in
Australia
• Compare stories of migration to your own family history or that of a close family friend
• Investigate the challenges faced when settling in, and the contributions made by migrants
to Australian society
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Assessment Task
A migration story – who had the more challenging journey?
You will produce an illustrated biography of a family member or close family friend, who migrated
to Australia in the 20th or 21st Century.
You will formulate questions for the interview of your chosen person during class time. You will
conduct the interview, record the process and use the information from the interview as the basis
for the biography.
Illustrations may be in the form of photographs, if the person is willing to share them. In some
cases, it may be appropriate to use images from other sources. You will present your biography
in a form which enhances the story.
At the end of this biography, you will include a completed Double Bubble Map (p.16) which
examines the similarities and differences between your family member or close family friend and
that of Fawad Ahmed.
All immigration journeys are challenging. Some people encounter financial hardship, other
people may encounter language or cultural barriers. Everyone who immigrates leaves behind
family and friends. At the conclusion of this unit, you will have to decide who had the more
challenging migration experience, Fawad Ahmed or the person you interviewed.

(www.playcricket.com.au)
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Activity 1: Push and Pull migration factors
People leave their country due to a number of factors which may include persecution, political
instabilities, famine and natural disasters. This is called a ‘push factor’ – think of a person
being ‘pushed’ out of a friendship group or team. In some circumstances, people wish to
migrate because of better opportunities in the new country. These are called ‘pull factors’ –
think of a person being ‘pulled’ or attracted to an object.

Task 1: Reasons for Fawad Ahmed’s migration to Australia
Research the major reasons and circumstances
Fawad Ahmed decided to migrate to Australia.
See the interview with Fawad Ahmed on
www.cricketsmart.cricket.com.au.
This provides a great introduction.
Write your findings on the T-Chart below.
Table 1: Reasons for Fawad Ahmed’s migration to Australia
Push Factors
• Threats by terrorists in Pakistan promoting
Western values (SMH, Nov 2012)

(2013 © Quinn Rooney/Getty Images)

Pull Factors
• Australia is seen as a safe and stable country

Note: Ensure you record the resources that you used for your research.

To find out how to complete a T-Chart scan the QR Code or use the URL.
www.itcpublications.com.au/qr/tchsau
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Task 2: General reasons for migration to Australia
What are some of the general reasons why people migrate to Australia? List these in the
T-Chart below. Ensure you include any reasons from Table 1 that apply.
Table 2: General reasons for migrating to Australia
Push Factors
• Safety – a person might fear for their physical
safety. Sometimes people are threatened because
of their race, religion, values or beliefs or because
they are female

Pull Factors
• Australia has a very good health and education
system.
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Task 3: Major reasons for migrating to Australia
From your list in Table 2, rank from 1–10 the reasons why people migrate to Australia
(1– representing the major reason for people migrating).

Top 10 factors for people migrating to Australia:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Activity 2: Exploring Pakistan –
through primary and secondary sources
In pairs, find evidence that relates to life in Pakistan. Some suggested areas are:
• Population size and density
• Life expectancy
• Per capita income
• Situation of women in Pakistan
Record your findings on the following page.
Here are some suggestions for sources which could be useful when exploring the issue of
women in Pakistan:
• Stimulus material from your teacher on the status of women in Pakistan
• Research the work of Pakistani woman, Humaira Bachal, on education
for Pakistani women
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Source

Table 3: Life in Pakistan – General
Primary/Secondary

Information discovered

Activity 3: Fawad Ahmed – journey and circumstances
Task 1a: Resource Materials
Identify the research materials that you used for Activity 1, Task 1 as either primary or
secondary sources.
Item 1: Example of a secondary source

Visa allows Fawad Ahmed to pursue dream (AAP November 15, 2012 2:53PM)
Cricketer Fawad Ahmed, who fled Pakistan
saying he’d received death threats for
promoting western values will be granted
a permanent visa in Australia.
The Melbourne University leg-spinner aspires to
play in the Big Bash League domestic Twenty20
competition and was given a taste of big -time
cricket last week after accepting an invitation
to bowl in the nets to the Australia Test side in
Brisbane.
Ahmed claimed 23 wickets in 10 first-class
games before leaving Pakistan in 2010.
“The Immigration Minister Chris Bowen has
personally considered Mr Ahmed’s case and
decided to grant a permanent visa for him to be
able to stay, work and play cricket in Australia,
subject to the normal health and security checks
which he’ll now undertake,” a spokesman for
the minister said today.
Ahmed said he was grateful to all who had
helped in the process.

“It is overwhelming, I’m really happy,” he said
in a Cricket Australia (CA) statement.
Ahmed said the past three years had been
extremely stressful for him and his cricket
performances had suffered because of
sleepless nights.
It has been claimed Ahmed was threatened by
religious extremists in Pakistan who accused
him of promoting western values by playing
cricket and supporting organisations that
promoted the education of women and girls.
CA chief executive James Sutherland said the
cricket community was thrilled the visa had
been granted.
Cricket Victoria (CV) chief Tony Dodemaide
said Ahmed had already made strong
contributions on and off the field for Hoppers
Crossing and Melbourne University clubs and
through his role as CV’s Multicultural Liaison
Officer and Harmony in Cricket Ambassador.

Saltau, Chloe (2012). Asylum seeker spins for Test prep – Sydney Morning Herald. Published 2 November 2012. Retrieved 20 November 2012.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fawad_Ahmed

Research materials used to investigate Fawad Ahmed’s reasons for migrating to Australia:
• e.g. Visa allows Fawad Ahmed to pursue dream, Sydney Morning Herald, 15 November 2012 –
secondary source
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Task 1b: Migration terms
Define the following list of terms used when discussing migration. Keep this and add to it
when you see new words and definitions. It is excellent for revision!
Term

Meaning

biography
chronological order
emigration
immigration
migration
primary source
pull factors
push factors
refugee
secondary source
women’s rights
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Task 2: Cricketing nations

Cricket is a global sport, with numerous countries fielding national teams. However, only ten
countries have been granted ‘test status’. That is, the ability to play test cricket, the highest
level of the game.
Identify where each of these 10 countries is located by labeling a world map (see p.11) with
the number that corresponds to each country. Identify each country’s capital city and write
this in the table below.
Countries that have been granted ‘test status’
Number

Name of Country

1

England

2

Australia

3

Sri Lanka

4

Bangladesh

5

New Zealand

6

South Africa

7

India

8

Pakistan

9

West Indies

10

Zimbabwe

Capital City

Extension Exercise:
On the map, shade and label Fawad Ahmed’s home in Pakistan.

(© Getty www.cricket.com)
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World map of national borders. Insert the number for each test playing country/team in the relevant circle.

Task 3: A detail of Fawad Ahmed’s home nation
Fawad Ahmed was born in Marghuz, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province. Describe the area
in Pakistan where Fawad Ahmed lived. Describe factors such as climate, the political
environment and the main industries and occupations.
Topic
climate

political system

main industries

occupations

literacy rate for men

literacy rate for
women

what percentage
of children attend
school?
what challenges
face young people
especially girls?
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Details

Source: primary
or secondary?

Task 4: Fawad Ahmed’s timeline
Create a timeline of Fawad Ahmed’s life journey from Pakistan to Australia.
• As a class, identify a selection of primary and secondary sources, which will be useful to
build a time line. (Hint: see Activity 3, Task 1a, p.8)
• Gather information for a timeline of Fawad Ahmed’s life.
• Add dates and details to the timeline as you find them.
Tip: Use a wall chart to display the information.

Task 5: Recent history of Pakistan
Pakistan, or the land of Indus, became a modern political nation in 1947 when the British
Empire divided the Indian sub-continent into an area for Muslims and an area for Hindus.
The word, Pakistan, is an acronym of the first letters of the names of the provinces: (Punjab,
Afghanis, Kashmir, Indus and Sindh) and the last three letters of Balochistan.
Pakistan is one of the earth’s oldest continuously inhabited places.
Once you have a timeline of Ahmed’s life, use the website below to cross reference major
events from the recent history of Pakistan with those events experienced by Fawad. See
www.bbc.com/news/world-south-asia-12966786.

Task 6: Challenges of settling in a new country
Research some of the difficulties and challenges that Fawad encountered as he settled in
Australia. Go to www.cricketsmart.cricket.com.au and view the video of Fawad Ahmed.

CR ICK E T SM A R T ST UDEN T R ES O URCE
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Activity 4: Learning about Biographies
• Biographies analyse and interpret the events in a person’s life.
• They try to find connections and explain the meaning of unexpected actions or mysteries.
• They note the significance of a person’s accomplishments or life activities.
• Biographies are usually about famous, or infamous people. However, a biography of an
ordinary person can tell us much about a particular time and place.
• They are often about historical figures, but they can also be about people still living.
• Many biographies are written in chronological order.
• Biographers use primary and secondary sources
1. What biographies do you know?
2. Which have you read?
3. What other forms can biographies take?

This activity introduces the idea that we can record the stories of a life and that, as
biographers, we have a responsibility to report our facts correctly and represent our subjects
with respect.
History involves the telling of stories; stories that are based on fact and which have evidence
to support them.
Use the Double Bubble Map to compare Fawad Ahmed’s life with your own life, or with
those of your parent’s.
Find some similarities and differences.
Compare the values and beliefs of Fawad with those of your family. Compare aspects such
as their diet; religion and prayer; socialising; recreation; education and employment.

To find out how to use a Double Bubble Map scan the QR Code or use the URL.
www.itcpublications.com.au/qr/dbmsau
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Activity 5: How do we ask probing questions?
Australia was originally settled by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. Since the
First Fleet, many people have migrated to Australia. Migrants have many stories. Think of
someone you know (a family member or close family friend) who has migrated to Australia in
the 20th or 21st Century and investigate their story.
Task: Explore the nature of questions

Participate in a brainstorming activity about questions and discover the difference between
open questions and closed questions. Note: if you don’t know the difference ask your teacher.
Make a list of the top 10 ‘open’ and ‘closed’ questions you can ask the person you are
interviewing.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
You should pose, but not be limited by, the following questions:
• From where did this person migrate?
• Find out details about the person’s family members, e.g. names, ages, gender, etc.
• Why did they come to Australia? Did they encounter challenges? If so what were they?
• Where in Australia did they settle? What work did their family do? What are they doing
now?

CR ICK E T SM A R T ST UDEN T R ES O URCE
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FAWAD
AHMED

Compare Fawad Ahmed’s migration story with a family member or close family friend who migrated to Australia in the 20th or 21st Century.

Activity 6: Comparing migration stories

CR ICK E T SM A R T ST UDEN T R ES O URCE
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Another migration
story:

Fawad Ahmed

Criteria —>

/5

/5

Financial

/5

/5

Work

/5

/5

Challenges

/5

/5

Opportunities

Activity 7: Compare your family or close family friend’s migration story
with that of Fawad Ahmed. Who had the more challenging journey?

/20

/20

Total

Completing the Assessment Task
Presenting an illustrated biography is the last stage of the assessment. Your illustrated
biography must include:
• The immigration story of a family member or close family friend who migrated to Australia
in the 20th or 21st Century.
• A comparison of the two immigration journeys using your Double Bubble Map from
Activity 6 (see p.16)
• A decision on who had the more challenging immigration journey, Fawad Ahmed or your
family member/close family friend. Ensure you justify your decision using your DecisionMaking Matrix from Activity 7 (see p.17).

www.playcricket.com.au
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The Milo T20 Blast School Cup
is a fast, fun T20 competition that
captures all the excitement of the
KFC T20 Big Bash League.

Get your teacher to enter a team! Visit community.cricket.com.au/schools

Like cricket? Join the aussie cricket crew.
If you want to:
✔ Play all the cool online cricket games
✔ Enter exclusive competitions, including
the chance to get out on the ground
✔ Receive a birthday email from an
Australian player on your birthday

✔ Receive our regular e-newsletter
containing lots of cricket news
and player profiles
✔ Purchase our
exclusive fan pack

Visit www.aussiecricketcrew.com.au to sign up.

COMMUNITY.CRICKET.COM.AU/CRICKETSMART

